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Cross the Bridge 
to Next-Generation  
Customer Engagement 

Today’s contact centers support more than  
just voice. Your intent is to be responsive to 
customer demands, but it’s difficult to provide 
ideal customer experiences when you’re 
dependent upon a patchwork of aging and 
disparate systems and applications. If you  
can’t deploy new channels as needed and adding 
a channel means  another application on the 
agent’s desktop, costly integration, and unique 
training and management expertise, you can’t 
keep up with your customers. 
 
Now, there’s an easier way. See how a modern  
all-in-one and feature-rich platform can solve 
these problems and equip you with the tools  
you need for whatever comes next.  

In two onsite workshops, the Genesys PureBridge 
Assessment will review your existing tools, call 
out the gaps, then walk you through optimal ways 
to migrate to a modern omnichannel platform. 
Along the way we’ll demonstrate what’s possible 
in your environment and help you determine 
which use cases are best as your unique 
starting point.  
 

The PureBridge 
Assessment Model 

• Vision: Defining and drafting your vision of ideal 
customer experiences 

• Discovery: Determining where your business is 
today and your unique business objectives  

• Design: Develop a migration strategy of how to 
you get there  

Workshop #1:  
Fast Track CX Assessment 
The first, four-hour workshop demonstrates 
what’s possible in a Genesys-enabled world. 
Our consultants will map those possibilities to 
your specific business and customer experience 
objectives, and identify what’s needed to reach 
those goals.  

Outcomes include: 
• A narrative vision, unique to you, of what’s 
possible when it comes to exceptional customer 
experiences, employee engagement and smarter 
ways to run operations.  

• Specific steps derived from proven Genesys 
maturity models on how best to realize 
your vision

• A discussion of your current environment and 
suggested migration strategies 

How the assessment works: 
• Collaborate on how your vision relates to your 
customer experience and business objectives, 
with a goal of defining your target state. 

• Discuss your current operations, including how 
you engage with your customers; the state of  
your employee engagement; and how you 
manage operations, including which KPIs 
are used. 

Define a realistic migration strategy 
specific to your business

Map your vision and call out  
the gaps

Review of your existing environment

Migrate on your timeline

Reap the benefits of a modern 
omnichannel platform
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• Discuss your current enterprise architecture 
and IT strategy, including cloud versus premise 
delivery; unified communication plans relative  
to your contact center; and your contact  
center ecosystem. 

• Explore how Genesys technology can improve 
your current state. For example, changing the 
priority of an email if the same customer has 
called multiple times the day before; or, resuming 
a sales transaction started, but not completed on 
the web when a customer calls in. We’ll also look 
at accurately accounting for an agent’s work time 
across every channel. 

• Following the workshop, Genesys will map the 
gaps between your current and target state 
using our maturity models to define a capability 
roadmap. This will include technical  
migration considerations. 

 
 

Workshop #2:  
Design Assessment 
In this second four-hour session, we’ll  
fine-tune the roadmap of use cases that meet 
the vision established in first workshop, and that 
capture your specific functional and technical 
requirements. This assessment explores typical 
benefits realized by Genesys customers who 
implement these use cases.  

Outcomes include:
• A roadmap of use cases, tuned to your unique 
requirements, that help migrate you to the desired 
capabilities as defined in the first workshop. Use 
cases may include routing, customer experience, 
employee experience, and reporting and KPIs  
for management. 

• High-level architecture plan that identifies the 
components required for the use cases, and 
identifies a phased approach built from standard 
migration blueprints.  

• Financial benefit benchmarks driven by the  
use cases.  

How the assessment works: 
We’ll also fine-tune each use case as necessary 
to your specific requirements, such as: 
• Segmentation strategies  
• Virtual resource pools  
• Performance and operational metrics   

Dig into migration strategies including:
• Approach to endpoints and basic telephony  
• Migration model by organization and  

by capability  
• Integration points to your contact center  

and enterprise ecosystem   

Document a roadmap of use cases supported 
by benefit calculations and migration 
recommendations, benchmarked against  
similar customers. 

Ticketmaster’s contact 
center needed a complete 
technology overhaul, 
eliminating separate  
ACDs that were nearing 
end-of-life, at capacity, 
expensive to maintain and 
becoming cumbersome 
to delivering world-class 
service to our fans.” 

Elizabeth Gotto, SVP Global Contact  
Center Technology, Ticketmaster

Why Genesys
Genesys powers 25 billion of the world’s 
best customer experiences annually. We 
are the only company recognized by top 
industry analysts for leadership in both 
cloud and on-premise solutions. Our 
financial strength fuels innovation, enabling 
us to invest heavily in R&D, execute against 
our roadmap, and deliver solutions that 
solve problems and differentiate our 
customers’ brands. For more than 25 years, 
we have put the customer at the center of 
all we do, and we passionately believe that 
great customer engagement drives great 
business outcomes.  

Don’t waste time and money as your 
competitors gain ground!  
 
Whether you’re ready to transform your 
entire environment into a seamless, 
omnichannel experience, or start a gradual 
migration to a future-ready platform, 
Genesys can help you get you on track.  
Get started with a risk-free assessment. 


